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Let I denote a nonnegative second order elliptic expression defined on C;(Q) 
and let Y be an associated self-adjoint operator. 2’ is said to have the i-property in 
R iff (Iv, q) > (>.cp, cp) for some fixed positive function /I and any q E C$ (Q). 2’ is 
termed subcritical iff a generalized Green’s function may be delined for Y in .f2. 
Various applications of these and closely related concepts may be found in the 
literature. It is the main purpose of this article to show that L! is subcritical iff 2 
has the i-property. Several corollaries and an example are given as consequences of 
this equivalence. ‘L’ 1987 Academic Press. Inc 
INTRODUCTION 
Consider in a domain Q, possibly unbounded, of Euclidean n-space R”. 
n 3 2, the elliptic expression 
lu = -c D,(u,D,u) + qu. 
We assume that: (0,) is a uniformly positive definite symmetric matrix in 
the compact subdomains of Q; a, E L”(S) and q E LP(S) for any S c 0 with 
p = p( S) > n/2. We observe that we do not require aO E L”(Q). A solution 
LIE H,‘;:(Q) of lu=f is understood in the familiar sense: B(zl, cp) = (A cp), 
where cp E C,X- (Q), f E LFJQ), and B is the quadratic form associated with 1. 
Here, and in the sequel, H’.‘, I!?‘,~, H:;f denote the usual Sobolev spaces 
Finally, we assume that 1 is nonnegative definite on C;(Q) and let die 
represent an associated self-adjoint operator. Analogously, if 52, c .Q we 
represent by z. the operator generated from Cc (52,). In general. 
expressions will be denoted by small letters and the corresponding 
operators by the same capital letter. We remark that if USE C’(Q) and 
4 E L&Q j then 4a is chosen to be the classical Friedrichs extension, while 
other explicit conditions on aii, q for 9 to exist and for essential self- 
adjointness may be found, e.g., in [l, Chap. 31. 
Let {Q,} denote a family of smooth nested bounded domains which 
exhaust R: .C? = u Ri, Bit Qi+, . With each Q, we associate the Green’s 
function Gj of z and observe that two situations may arise: let J: f-s and 
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observe that either Gi(?c, y) -+ CE as i + sz or G,(s, JJ) f G(x, ,v) as i -+ ‘XI 
with G(x, J) E L,‘,,(Q). For convenience and completeness, a brief 
justification of this statement ogether with other background material is 
given below in Lemma 0. Following Murata, [7], we term $P critical in the 
first case, subcritical in the second. If an operator is not nonnegative 
definite then it will be called supercritical. 
Next, we recall that 2 satisfies the l-property in the terminology of 
Agmon [1] if there exists a positive continuous function n(x) such that 
(Iv, cp) 3 (,$, cp) for all cp E C?(Q). We shall say that Y satisfies the weak 
I-property iff given any subdomain Q’ $ R such that R\,Q’ has an interior 
point there exists a positive continuous function ;1 such that 
(lq, 40) 2 (Jcp, cp) for all cp E C;(Q’). It is a form of the weak i-property 
which is most significant in Cl]. 
It is the main purpose of this paper to show that 4p is subcritical iff 2 
satisfies the d-property. As an application we adapt a technique of Birman 
[3] and obtain several criticality results which in part were obtained for 
the case nii= 6, by Murata [7] primarily by investigations of the 
behaviour of the Green’s function. Another immediate consequence of the 
equivalence is the observation that if 2 is nonnegative definite then 2 
always satisfies the weak i-property. An example concludes the paper. 
In conclusion, we remark that further discussions of the significance of 
the l-property and of the concept of criticality may be found in [l] and 
[7] (see also [6, S] for related concepts), respectively, and the references 
therein. Finally, the author wishes to express his gratitude to Minoru 
Murata for making his preprint available and for several very helpful 
discussions and comments during the preparation of this manuscript. 
2. RESULTS 
For completeness, we begin with the following Lemma which collects a 
variety of results which are either known or immediate consequences of 
known results, and which we shall use in the sequel. A brief proof is 
sketched. 
LEMMA 0. (a) There exists a positive solution v in Q of Iv = 0. MI 
solutions of IL? = 0 are continuous. 
(b) There exists a Green’s function Gi in Q,. Furthermose, either 
G,(.u, y) -+ m for all x #J’ or Gi r G with GE L:,,(Q) as a function ofy. 
(c) Let f E C,“(Q). Then lu =f ijjf I’7 = h where I’r = -C Di(r’“aiiDjz), 
5 = u/v, h =fv and v is a solution from a. 
(d) Let K, denote the Green’s function for 9:. Then Gi(x, y) = 
v(x) v(y) K&x, y). 
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.P~uc$ We observe that the existence of o follows from results in [Z], 
[S] and the continuity of u is shown in [4]. Next we observe that the 
proofs of parts (c) and (d) of Lemma 0 are achieved by direct calculation 
after the existence of K, or G, is shown. This existence is demonstrated in. 
e.g., [9]. Finally, to show (b) observe that if .Y#J’ then 06 G,T by coer- 
civity. If for some point (x,, JJ~) we have GJ.r,, J.~) < K for all i then 
Gi(xo, 4’) < K, for y E Q with s0 4 (z c .Q by Harnack’s Inequality (see, e.g., 
[4J). It follows that Gil G < x for all (x, y), s #x, by the symmetry of G;. 
Similar arguments show that G(s, ~1) E L:,,(Q) for .Y E S2. 
By C;, (52) we denote the collection of nonnegative function in C; (52) 
wrhich are not identically zero, while by R(Il Hi;:., ) we denote the range of 
the expression I with domain restricted to nonnegative functions. 
tcj C~+(SZ)nR(f~N:~f..)#M. 
Prooj (a)+(b) Let cp~C,$+(Qj, and consider Prili= q* i.e.. ui=G~~. 
Since G,bG then {Eli) is locally bounded and so are xu,. It follows that 
(see. e.g., [2, 51 for analogous arguments) there exists a UE N;;z.+such that 
IL1 = q?. 
fb) + (c f By definition. 
(cj --f (al If there exists q E C;_ (52) and II E H/;z.+ such that Iu = cp then 
coerciveness implies 0 < U, < U, where z;c; = cp. Hence Ifi = GTy, are locally 
bounded since LI is ~ontinuous~ By Lemma O(b) we conclude that -9 is 
subcritical. 
For future reference, we observe the following result, similar in concept 
to Theorem 1. If 1~ =f 2 0 with .f~ Lk, then Y is subcritical. Indeed, in 
such a case there is a c > 0 such that: Ic =&, with q E C;(Q), 0 < tp < 1; 
and L’ = lim iii in H,J;f, where $!Qyj=Jip. Select a compact set K with 
Kn supp(cp j = (ZI and observe that Gi(-)c, .) E L&,PcP for all .Y E K. A simple 
mollifi~tion argument shows LJ >, ci = G~(.f~) in K, and JG,\ cannot 
diverge by the Monotone Convergence Theorem. 
THEORW 2. 9 is subcritical (ff Y has the I.-pmperry. 
Proqf Assume .Y is subcritical and select a sequence,f, E Cg + (a,) such 
that .f; < 1, 1 6 x:Jb d 2 in Q. We apply Theorem 1 and let If, solve /u, =.f-,. 
Define ztp =Cf=, (u$“p(u,)) where ~(u,f=max(l, JIu~\I~~.(~,)). We 
observe that lfp is locally bounded in $2 by construction: if s E Q then there 
exists 1 such that .YE!Z?~ for all a>l. Hence, u~(x)<~~=, (u.,iZXyiuX)l+ 
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z:;“, , l/2”. Obviously, /(ulI) is also locally bounded. Again repeating the 
arguments of [2, S] we conclude that 14 = C,“=, (24,/2”p(u,)) satisfies 
I14 = 2 (f,/2”p(u,)) > 0 in Q. We now apply Picone’s Identity (see, e.g., [2]) 
and conclude 
This is precisely the /l-property with /1= luill. Conversely, if .Y has the 
J-property and j‘~ Cz+(Q) we can solve directly 114=f since fELf,,,;-,(Q), 
where L:,:;., denotes the weighted L” space with weight l/1. By Theorem 1, 
Y is subcritical. 
As immediate application of Theorems 1 and 2 we state the following 
corollary, parts (b)-(d) of which were given by Murata in [7] for the case 
uji= 6,j and by other methods. 
COROLLARY 1. (a) The lueak A-property holds for 9 (ff 2 is critical or 
subcritical in Q. 
(b) If Y is critic& there exists at most otle positive solution of lu = 0 
in J2 (up to scalar factors). 
(c) [f 9 is critical and $ E Cc, then Ip + $ is subcritical, Y - $ 
supercritical. 
(d) Let 5!‘, YD be g&en operators nlith coefficients satisfjling the 
same conditions as aii, q. Suppose B,, B, are the associated forms and 
0 6 B,(rp, cp j < B,(cp, 6) .for all cp E Cc(Q). Then 2’” critical -+ 2’” critical, 
trhile 9X subcritical --f dpa subcritical. 
ProoJ: Parts (c) and (d) follow from Theorems 1 and 2. In particular, 
for part (c) note that there exists a continuous positive function v such that 
lo = 0. Hence (l+ II/) v = $21, and we observe that there exists a positive o 
such that (l+$)w=r with 5~ C&(Q), s<<v. We now apply 
Theorem l(c). To extablish part (b) observe that if u and 1) are two linearly 
independent positive solutions, setting n= (U/V) + 1 and o = lnq we observe 
- 1 Di(a..o’Djo) = ‘~’ ’ a;fiv~i’l $ 0, 
The conclusion follows from the remarks after Theorem 1 and Lemma O(c). 
Finally, to extablish part (a), let 52’ $ R and choose cpO E Cz+ (I2 - Q’). If 
9 is critical or subcritical in 52 then Y + cpO is subcritical in Q. We now 
apply Theorem 2 and conclude 9’ + q0 has the A-property in .Q and hence 
8 has the ,%-property in Q’. Conversely, if 9 is supercritical in 52, there 
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exists (PE Cg(Q) such that B(cp, cp) ~0. Hence B($, $) <O for some 
$ E C;?(P), supp cp c 52’ c Q and the weak A-property fails. 
We now pursue the problem of establishing conditions on a,, q which 
are sufficient for the criticality of 9. We do this by giving conditions which 
suffice for 9 no to have the A-property in Q, and we are guided by 
arguments used in an example of Birman, [3]. 
THEOREM 3. Let u be u positive solution ef lu = 0 in a neighbourhood N 
of fX2 and 17 a positive solution of Ic = 0 in -0. [f: 
(a) 5 = u/v -+ ~2 uniformly as x -+ &I; 1051 # 0; 
(b) a;;EC’(N), qEL’(S), with r=z(S)>c arzdS~N; 
(c) lim s--+x i(llN,)ii<=,v,) v2 x a,(D,<D,</jV,FI) dS} +O for SoIlZe 
sequence N, + + s;; with {< = N,) of class C’. 
then $a i.r critical. 
Proqf. Observe that; ( --f a.z as “Y --f 22, 2 E C’(N), 11; = 
-x D,(u,~~~D~~‘)=O near SQ. Choose suitable large constants Q, Ni with 
Q < Ni and set 
for some T sufficiently large. If 9’ satisfies the A-property then we observe 
that directly calculating B’( J7, II) yields 
1 
‘(N,-Q)’ i,Q=E) I?: 
jl C aiiv’D,;I cos(n, xi) dS 
where we used the fact that 5 E H’.‘(Q d t: < N, j. whence 
Consequently the A-property fails and 2’ is critical. 
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As a corollary, we obtain another result similar to one given in [7], 
again by different methods. 
COROLLARY 2. Let Q = R”, a,= 6,, q radial. Then 5? is critical ifs 
j-;” (&$- ‘$ j = + m, Lthere L’ is a positive radiai solution of Iv = 0 in Q. 
ProoJ If J’; dr/r”-‘u2 = + cc we construct a second solution 
u = v SF’ d,.,‘,.~’  ,2 L of I’u = 0 near ~1, and apply Theorem 3. Conversely, 
if J’F dr/r”- ‘11~ < m,, set r(rj = K-1; (Sk H(ry) dt//t”+ ‘11’) dt, where H= 
H(r)ECc+(l, as), H d 1. For K large enough, 
H/r”-’ 2 0 and the result follows from Theorem 1. 
- C Dj(v2Djt) = 
Observe that u/t) E C” near cc8 by construction and the extra smoothness 
conditions on q near ,x) are not needed in Corollary 2. 
3. AN EXAMPLE 
Theorem 3, Corollary I(d), Corollary 2 can be used as the start of a 
variety of comparison arguments between various operators. We do not 
pursue this here but instead we conclude with an example of how the 
previous results may be used to generate critical potentials. A more detailed 
study of similar problems, based primarily on the study of Green’s 
functions, may be found in [7], although our example is not contained in 
those results. Let henceforth Q = R”, II > 2, aii = 6,i. Corollary 2 suggests 
that we may select a potential q such that u = I “P’iJ’Z is a solution near a. 
This choice is also motivated by nonoscillation theory, where it is shown 
that such a L’ gives the “smallest” q of type a/lxl such that I is non- 
oscillatory, see, e.g., [2] and the references therein for a discussion of these 
concepts. We are thus led to q = - ((12 - 2)/2)‘( l/lx1 ‘) near ‘~3, and 
COROLLARY 3. Let N be a positive constant and let q be of the type 
for 1x1 > N, 
where O<o~C’(lx/ <N)nC’(lxl <N); o=v, Vo=Vo at Ix/ =N, 
do g-Lx. Then 9 is critical. 
ProoJ: Observe that a global positive solution is 
I4 <A’ 
lx 3 N 
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while a local solution near infinity is o In IsI. The result follows from 
Theorem 3. We observe that Ip is in any case either critical or subcritical 
since h is a positive solution of Ih = 0. 
Obviously many examples can be constructed by different choices of w. 
We also observe that if 9’ is critical then, in the setting of Corollary 3: 
~(x 1 q(x) < -(n - 2)“/4 1x1 ‘j > 0. Indeed otherwise there exists a function 
tj E C& such that 4 - $3 - (IZ - 2)‘/4 1.~1~ and 9 - $ is bounded below 
by zero (by the well-known inequality 
valid for cp E Cg (R”)) and Corollary 1 gives a contradiction. 
In conclusion we remark that it would be interesting to further describe 
the set S = (q ) --d + q is critical in Q}. It is not clear how this is to be 
done, particularly in view of the fact that (S+$) n S= @ for any 
ljEc;+(a). 
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